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Draft Registration U~date
Selective Service, __
Selective
Prosecution. ++
by Elizabeth Poe Kerby

In

the Wayte case was
extraordinary, particularly' the behavior of
the Department of Justice attorneys. During
,
'..
the pretrial hearings in Federal District Court
in Los Angeles last September, Judge Terry Hatter Jr.
ruled that unless the government proved otherwise, he
would be compelled to find that David Wayte had been
targeted for prosecution because of his public criticism of
draft registration,
as the defense claimed.' Such a
prosecution would violate his right to freedom of speech
under the First amendment to the Constitution.
The government~could
not disprove the selective
prosecution charge. Indeed, Justice Department documentsrelating to the decision to prosecute nonregistrants,
which the government submitted in the pretrial hearings,
seemed to establish that the prosecution was selective.
For example, there was a letter drafted by David Kline
of the criminal division of the Justice Department for his
boss, Assistant Attorney General D. Lowell Jensen. the
letter, dated March 2, 1982, and addressed to Herbert C.
Puscheck of the Selective Service System, warned that
prosecuting only opponents
of registration
raised
constitutional problems.
, "With the present universe of hundreds of thousands
of non-registrants,"
Kline wrote, "the chances that a
quiet non-registrant will be prosecuted is probably about
the same as the chances that he will be struck by
lightning." In
handwritten note on the back of the
letter, Kline added that it was essential that the
government have an active prosecution program under
way, "or well in development state," before launching
what the Justice Department
has called' "passive
enforcement"··i.e.,
prosecuting just those who have
publicly opposed registration. When prosecution of the
thirteen began last summer, no such program was in
place.
Rather than attempt to refute this evidence, the
government's strategy seemed to be to get the Wayte case
out of Hatter's court as fast as, possible in the hope that it
would have better luck on appeal. This eagerness
was so apparent that Hatter was moved to question
whether the government attorneys had come to his court
"in good faith."
Not only did the government have a skeptical judge on
its hands; it was also up against a well-prepared team of
defenseIawyers,
headed by WilliamG.
Smith, a Los'
Angeles attorney who has specialized in draft cases from
the time of the Vietnam War. He was. backed by eight
attorneys' and four law students·-possibly
the most
formidable array of legal talent eyer mustered ina draft
case.
In the pretrial discovery proceedings Hatter ordered the
government to produce all documents pertaining to the
decision to prosecute nonregistrants, But the government
supplied only Justice Department letters 'and memorandums that were heavily expurgated.
In a letter of
response to Hatter's order, the department said that his
"appetite for morealld
more irrelevant disclosure of
sensitive information has become insatiable."
.
Upon reading this, Hatter observed With quiet anger
that he had never before heard such language addressed
to a court. James Reynolds of the Justice Department's
criminal division made no effort to mollify Hatter,
telling. the jUdge that his' discovery orders were
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It is a good time 'to consider the state' of resistance to
draft registration. Last summer, the Justice Depart.
meni began a round-up of nonregistrants-.what could
be dub.bedDays of Selective Prosecution, since all of
the thirteen men charged had distingUished themselves
by their public opposition to registration. This pnase is
now over. Although the government obtained one more
indictment after the initial thirteen [Daniel Rutt , of
Dearborn, Michigan, on January 29], antidraft groups,
and other observers as ioell; believe that it wiU await
.the outcome of its appeals in the David Wayte and
Russel Martin cases before undertaking further
prosecutions. The Wayte c~e is examined by Elizabeth
Poe Ke'l'byin this week's News. In the Martin case, the
indictment was found flawed by the jUdge, who
amended it ina way that may make it more difficult for
the government to prosecute other nonregistrants.
The administraton receioedcid. on the, legislative
front by the introchtction and passage of the Solomon
amendment last summer. The strategy of denying
Federal benefits to nonregistrants wiU be expanded to
other Federal programs besides student aid, asDauid
Corn reports below. ,'
.
While the President'saJ1ies in Congress push
aid-stripping m'easures, Representatives
William
Green and"Martin Sabo have introduced a bill that
strips Selective Service Of.its registration funding.
Senator Mark Hatfield may introduce a similar
measure.
Undaunted by this threat and by the adverse court
derisions, Selective Service rolls on, se7uling out
warning letters to nonregistrants and training local
boards [now known as "claim boards '1. which, wiU be
activated in the event of a draft. The Selective Service
is also trying to draw up an alternative-service
program for conscientious objectors.
The Editors of The Nation

Financial Aid:
N onregistrants
NeedNotAJ1J1ly_+

+_+_

.by David Corn
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HE MESSAGE IS SIMPLE: No registration,
no
money." So said Secretary of Education T.
H. Bell at a press conference on January 21
.
at which he announced proposed regulations
denying Federal financial aid to college students who fail
to register for the draft. But Bell's comment could as
easily have been referring to the Reagan Administration's
master plan for insuring compliance with the draft
registration law.
With the Justice Department stymied in its attempts to
enforce registration in the courts, the Administration,
with the help, of Congress, has adopted anew strategy to
forcerecalcitrarit young men to make that trip to the post
office: cutting off Federal assistance to all those who
decline to register. .
,
The opening gun in the campaign. was the Solomon
amendment to the Military Selective Service Act (named
after Representative Gerald Solomon of New York),
which prohibits 'Federal tuition aid to nonregistered
students.
Solomon attached his amendment to the 1983 Defense
Department Appropriation
Act last July. Then he
attached a similar amendment to the Job Training
Partnership Act, a $2.8 billion program that provides
vocational training for 1 million disadvantaged youths
and adults. This amendment passed the House without
any debate. "We slipped it in by voice vote," .boasts
Gary Holmes, Solomon's executive assistant.
The"Senate approved a similar measure,andSenate
and House conferees later agreed to a version close to the
one that passed the House. Regulations implementing the
" amendment will be issued by the Department of Labor
shortly.
Solomon, who is closely attuned ideologically to
Ronald Reagan, is not content merely to deny
nonregistrants student aid and job training. If he had his
, way., they would be barred from receiving other forms of
federal aid as well. According to Holmes, Solomon is
now considering measures that would deny food stamps.
housing loans and passports to young" men who fail to
register. "We are looking wherever there is a substantial
amount of money and support given to people of that
registration-age category," says Holmes. ,
'
So far only the student aid measure has received much
attention in the press. Under its provisions, about 2.S
million male students Who receive Guaranteed Student
Loans, Pell Grants, work-study assistance and all other
Title IV financial aid must provide written proof that
they have registered in order to receive aid in the 1983-84
academic year. And' under the Department of Education's proposed rules implementing the law, colleges
must have such proof ill order to process aid requests.
They "must make proof of the student's registration
, .compliance a part of the student's record," and it is,
suggested that his Selective Service number "be made a
part of the required information on the-financial aid
transcript. "

Predictably, ,the Solomon amendment has drawn
wide-spreadcriticismwithin.the
academic community. "I
can'r thlnk. of anybody
of higher education that, is
supportive of ,this;' , says At Somberg of the' American
Association -,of University Professors, who represents
80,000 faculty members, ,
The-American
Council on Educatiop, the National
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Legislatfve Report:
Drinking, Education
and Taxes

_Studyof Non-Profit Groups
by:Paul Holt

Disasters

i

David.Johnson, Assistant Professor with
BSU's Department of Social Work, has
been chosen to head the Ada County
portion of a nationwide study of the. role,
structure, and evolution of private nonprofit organizations. The study is being
carried out by the Urban Institute, a
·nbri-partisan research organization which
operates out of Washington, D.C.
According to Lester M. Salamon, director of the project, the study is being
conducted throughout fiscal years 1982-85.
It encompasses sixteen localities within
twelve states, including Idaho. Support for
the undertaking has been provided through
a .broad coalition of sources, including
community and national foundations and
corporations,
Within Idaho, the study, which is titled
"The Nonprofit Sector in an Era of
Government·Retrenchment",
will focus on
the Boise Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Area (SMSA), with special emphasis' on
the city of Boise and on Ada county.'
Lester M. Salamon, director of the
project, pointed out that 1982-85· federal
budget proposals would cut the revenue
that nonprofit organizations receive from
federal sources by $33 billion,while
increasing the need for those nonprofit
services.
According to a recent 'Institute report
prepared by Salamon, private nonprofit
social service agencies, community development organizations, and educational
institutions will be particularly hard hit by.
these reductions. In order to offset 'these
losses, the report noted, private donations
would have to increase three to four times
faster over the next four years than they :
have at any other time in recent history.
Salamon went on to say that the project
"is an effort to understand what these
changes
mean for private, nonprofit
organizations .... and to help communities
respond."
In an interview Friday, David Johnson,
Ada County coordinator, emphasized .that
the needs of local citizens will be particularly addressed. Additionally, an analysis will
be made of Ada County expenditures,
focusing on the proportion of public
services- provided through nonprofit organizations, which Johnson estimated to be

A former member of the California
Seismic Safety Commission says
Hollywood's got it all wrong when it comes
to disasters. Dr. Dennis Mileti says when
the earth trembles or other natural disasters
occur, people don't panic and start clawing
and gouging each other to survive. Instead
they experience a euphoric feeling of
neighborliness. Mileti, now a sociologist at
Colorado State University, bases his
conclusion on more than 300 studies of
human reactions to disasters. In everyone
of those studies, he says, 90 percent of the
victims experienced the euphoric reaction.
"You find blacks, whites, and chicanos
who may have hated one another before,
becoming best of friends," Mileti says.
"They even share each other's clothes."
The bad news is that the rush of
benevolence doesn't last. '.'During the
disaster," he says, "people do things they
wouldn't dream of doing before it
occurred. And a few days afterwards, when
they've got things patched together, they
wouldn't dream of doing them again ....
Omni Magazine, March, 1983.

Recession
The nation's economic problems seem to
be making us more surly, at least on the
telephone. That's the word from Sindlinger
and Company, a telephone survey firm,
which says its researchers are encountering
lots of belligerence lately. People seem to
be angry for several reasons, the company
says. Blue-collar workers worry that their
jobs will be wiped out permanently. Blacks
and other minorities are upset over federal
budget cuts in programs affecting them,
and many people were stirred up by the
independent truckers' strike--both those
who were for it and those who opposed it.
Sindlinger says the last time Americans
were so irascible was during the 1974 Arab
oil embargo. Wall Street Journal, February
15,1983.

will

Equal Eve
A biblical scholar has found two little
words that may give new meaningto the
story of Adam and Eve. David Freedman
claims Eve was put on earth as Adam's
equal-not to serve him. He backs up his
argument with the translation of two
Hebrew words used to describe God's
purpose for creating woman. The words
have traditionally been interpreted as
"fitting helper," but Freedman says they
really mean' 'strong equal." If his
argument wins favor with bible translators,
Eve could be in for a revision-and
traditional religious views about "woman's
place" could go down the drain.

about 15 percent.
During Friday's interview, the question
was raised as to why Boise was targeted as a
site for research. Johnson replied that the
Institute. divided. the nation into four
geographical sections-north,
south; - east
and west; and, from each quadrant, areasof varying size were selected for study.
Boise was chosen because "it had a larger

David Johnson describes his role as
project coordinator. Photo by Brad Kurtz.
number of nonprofit organizations than
say, Eugene."
Questionnaires were mailed to roughly
200 nonprofit
organizations
and 100
·churches in the Boise area, and were
surveyed early in February. Johnson explained that "we're not just looking at the,
agencies themselves, but also at the public
sector relationship with the private nonprofit sector and how they relate together in
delivering human services."
.
A local advisory committee, headed by
Glenn Lungren, retired vice president of
marketing for First Security Bank, has been
formed. Johnson defined the function of
the committee: "The (committee) members
Continued to page 5 •

ASBSU Re~ort: 1983..84 Budg~
Reguest Bigge'r than the-Pie
·byTomFarley,

ASBSU Treasurer Al Meyers announced
at the February 16·ASBSU Senate meeting
that next year's budget is limited to
$250,000. and that next year's budget
requests amount to $390.000. Meyers
pointed out that this leaves. the Financial
Advisory Board "snipping away."
,
Later in the meeting. Senator Denni{
White motioned that the' decision on his
unexcused absence of November 3. 1982 be
rescinded. Before voting on the motion; the
Kicking the cigarette habit is hard for
Senate went into a three minute recess to
most smokers, but it seems to be harder for
debate the issue. After readjournmenr.. the
women, and harder still for married
Senate approved the motion by roll' call
vote.
women. And now scientists at Duke
University may have found out why. There
Earlier in the week. oil February 14. the
.are several reasons, according to researcher
Senate held a special meeting to discuss
Heidi Coppotelli: women appear to have
rcconsiderationof the appointment of Lee
greater physical withdrawal symptoms,
C·roft to the Chair of the Election Board.
they are more likely than menta use
ASBSU President Marlyss Fairchild, presmoking as a way of handling stress, and
sent at the meeting, asked the Senate.
many women I;lsecigarette smoking as a· .
.whetherCroft.
would receive a. service
way of defining themselves as adults.
. award for his one week in office and if
Coppotelli says this is particul!!l'ly true of
recognizing Croft as a recipient of such an
married women who spend their days, .
award would then constitute
formal
caring for children and managing a house.
rccoinition ofbis position as chair.
. Behavior Today, February 14, 1983.
,I'
"He was the. chairperson for a full
week,"
said. Senator. Dennis White,
...".,so
.. .heshould
be paid for.thar' week even
: .: .
-', .. -

Kicking the Habit
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-bylran Cheshire
In interviews with The University News
last Tuesday, Secretary of State Pete
Ccnarrusa and Lieutenant Governor David
Lcroy voiced their opposition to House
Bill 4 (H4), calling for the legal drinkingage to be raised to age 21.
Cenarrusa believes it's a moral issue that
should be dealt with in other ways. "I
don't see any reason for the bill (H4). I
think better education at home and in the
church will cover the issue better," he said.
Cenarrusa added that close ties in the
family are needed to control a problem
such as drinking. "Laws are not going to
stop a young adult from drinking if he
wants to," Cenarrusa stressed.
In turn, Leroy said, "I do not support
the hill (H4)." He continued to add that the
state originally lowered the drinking age
because of the maturity of Idaho's young
adults, a situation which still exists,
according to him.
H4 was proposed to the House by the
State Affairs Committee; the bill passed by
a 30-39 vote, and was passed on to the
Senate for approval.
According to Leroy, legislators still rate
education a top priority in state affairs.
"We hope that legislators will always see
the need for a good education in Idaho,
since corporations
want well-trained
people," Cenarrusa said. He added that the
state needs to maintain quality higher
education "if we plan to get more high
technology in Idaho."
"Cenarrusa said that Idaho's corporate
property taxes have dropped 1.5 percent in
Continued to page 5 •

What So
Proudly We Hailed
The Potter State Bank of Potter,
Nebraska, boasts an electronic nag-storing device that permits Old Glory to be,
raised at dawn and lowered at dusk
without being. touched by human hands .

.The Progressive, March 1982.

Guess Which Nation

_

"I submit, therefore,
that when it
comes to morality
and force.. one
nation--and only one throughout
all of
recorded history'-has proved that it can
be trusted
to behave morally, even
though possessed of unlimited power."-- ,
John M. Rau, president of the Navy
League of the United States,
in the
Leagues publication, Sea Power.

though he's resigned." Senator Richard
Jung, however. felt otherwise. "Being that
he's no longer chair." said Jung, "he
should not get the $75. because he hasn't
fulfilled the election requirements."
After-further discussion, the Senate went
into a brief recess. After readjournment.
Chemical & Engineering News reports
ASBSU Vice President- Deanna Weaver
on "a novel means-for coaxing (chemistry)
asked Treasurer
Meyers if any past
students through the drill work that many
precedent had. been established for the
.require for mastering this diseipline"--a
payment of Election Board chairs who had
computer game called Nuclear Casino:
resigned.
"Two students try to outwit one another
Meyers reported that Election Board
by answering problems spelled out on the
screen. Depending on how well they
officials have always been paid for the
answer questions about radioactive eleamount of time they have served in their
ments, each student's simulated stock of
respective capacities. Meyers pointed out
plutonium either grows or adds to the
that Croft had been acting as assistant
growth of his or her opponent until one of
chair prior to his appointment as chair. The
them reaches 'critical mass' and thus
Senate then decided that for this reason he
loses 'in an explosion of light."The
would be paid the assistant. ehair's salary.
.Progressive, June 1982.
Senator Scott Smith then made a moHon
to approve the President's appointment of
Desiree Twitchell to the position
of
chairperson of the Election Board. The
motion passed by roll call vote.
,
The Reverend: A.K. Horton of Brooksome
At the February 16 Senate meeting, Vice , ville, .Ohio; "trying to generate
exeitllmimtin .our kids and also attract '
some hew members," announced that his
Continued to page 5 • . churchwotild give away a Pae-Man home,
.video game •. The .fro.!J.~e~8!'P.(!'
..Dec. 1982.,. ".

-Learning Can Be Fun

Put Your Faith in Pac ..Man,
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Orange Wonder
The information age is upon us. Or up to us, Time could buy for BSU: 150 Radio Shack word
and Ms. magazines both ran end-nf-'82 articles about processor/bookkeeping
desk tops, - or 100 IBM
the wonders of microcomputers. Our future.
personal computers. or 30 new Apple "Lisas", or
Ask your advisor what you should change your innumerable hook-ups with data bases in far-away
major to this semester, and s/ he'll tell you data or places.
word processing.
We could put them all in one of those empty rooms
BSU doesn't have many computers: business and in the Pavilion and sign up for a half an hour with our
math students have limited access, the light board in future.
the SPEC has a memory and, of course the Pavilion
7.00 students in Idaho were turned away from
keeps cool and ventilated via microchip.
-programming courses last year. Next fall, when
National and international corporations with their you're admiring the print on the Pavilion tickets you'
home offices in Idaho complain to the governor that
purchase, provided you have any bucks left after
our graduates aren't up to their standards. They you've paid fees, enjoy the show.
take cuts in their tax base as a consolation prize and
And the next time you crowd into a classroom for
hire the latest ivy league graduate, who.doesn'teven
a lecture by your underpaid professor, or go to the
like potatoes and dances all the way to the bank.
library for a book BSU doesn't have, think about that
BSU is facing cutbacks, increased enrollment and $300,000, and glance at our Orange Wonder. But
a lack of microcomputers for students to get their don't think about leaving BSU for the 1980's. The
hands on. Yet, the Pavilion is puchasing a "ticket
Pavilion needs you.
data center" with a price tag well above $300,000. Or
should I say "we're buying".
Josephine Jones
Just think what other useful things that $300,000
Co-editor

..

~

SPEC
Why do I pay $400.50 a
semester to go to school here?
This money has raid to build and
continues to maintain such buildings as the S.U.B., The Pavilion,
and theS.P.E.C., and yet I get no
break on ticket prices. Why is
this? Who is responsible for
changing 'this policy?
Greg Despopoulos

It's Amazing
It is amazing to see a student
(Kevin Haggard) who is actually
half-assed i~!erested in BSU's
funding crisis, I was beginning to
think such people were aberrations, seen about as often as a
strolling unicorn. As one who has
had the dubious distinction of

~
...

n

observing Idaho's legislature this
semester, I emphatically assure
Kevin that he is a member of a
small and dwindling minority. In
a legislative body heavily populated with grim reactionaries and
intense right-wingers, BSU is in
extreme danger of becoming the
site for Boise's downtown regional shopping mall. Instead of
taking the state's and education's
funding crisis seriously, the legislature prefers to spend its time
passing transparently idiotic resolutions making Taiwan into
Idaho's sister state, or repealing
the Federal reserve act. Obviously, a person gets elected in Idaho
by appealing
to the lowest
common denominator.
Besides
the usual litany against environmentalists,
secular humanists,
druggics, commies and perverts
-infestingunivcrsitics,
a candidate
will clinch victory by promising to
cut taxes (Idaho has the lowest
corporate and property taxes in
the U.S., therefore in the western
world, and ·,i~'e"capitalists who
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team which benefits the scholarship of precious few). The realities
will change only when students get
mad as hell and promise their
legislator a short politieal career
unless they cease the atrocity of
funding
education
at preenlightenment levels.
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HEAVY

take it upon themselves to attack
the News for its liberal bias and
alleged non-attention to educational issue. The last time the
News ran an article on the funding
crisis (first issue last semester, 3 or
4 pages), it was roundly criticized
for not being "original" and for
rehashing the same old high tax
loving liberal redistributionist
paradigm.
Certainly,
BSU's
monetary woes won't be solved by
cutting the New's miniscule budget as Haggard seems to imply
(Haggard either prefers .not to
mention, or does not know, that
BSU spends obscenely huge sums
on a semi-professional football
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control Idaho's.economy" intend
to keep it that way. Simplot,
Albertson,
Boise
Cascade
(Idaho's greedheads) have a political action committee committed
to high-minded and noble ideas
like cutting welfare benefits and
taxes and making environmental
and health laws more "flexible").
A lawman is rewarded quite
handsomely for exerting strident
hostility towards education, while
it is pitifully apparent that students are apathetic enough to be
incapable of any kind of political
leverage. The University News
editors should.not be too concerned about the Kevin Haggards who
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Selective Service ...
• Continued/rom cover
"unfathomabfe.>'
Eventually,
some unexpurgated
matenals were turned over, though the government
lawyers demanded that he guarantee that the papers
would not be stolen from his chambers
Hatter had ordered the government to' produce in court
do~umentsrelating to high-level White House meetings at
Which the prosecution of nonregistrants
had been
di.scussed. But on November 3, Assistant U.S. Attorney
Richard Romero refused to do so under a blanket claim
of executive privilege.' Romero also declined to allow
Presidential counselor Edwin Meese Ill, who was a key
figure in the deliberations to testify ..
In an affidavit, White House chief of staff James
Baker extended the claim of executive privilege to all
policy papers and to the repofiof the President's Military
Manpower Task Force. (A copy of the report was
released on October 26 by Draft Action, an. antidraft
group, and it failed to support President Reagan's claim
_that the task force had recommended .registratlon as a
way to"save" six to eight weeks.in the event of-a-military ,
mobilization.) Hatter protested at one point that the
government seemed to be claiming thai executive privilege
applied to a story about a meeting of the task force that
had appeared .in the- Washington Post. ,The Justice
Department attorneys ignored the court's demands that
they justify the claim of executive privilege.
"They treated Hatter asanon-judge
and thehearings
as non-hearings,"
said Mark Rosenbaum 'of the
American Civil Liberties Union, who was' one of Wayte's
attorneys. "They are hoping for other decisions in other
cases that will isolate Judge Hatter,"
Because of the goverriment's refusal to supply White
House documents, Hatter, in a blistering thirty-sevenpage opinion, dismissed the charges against Wayte as
"the appropriate sanction for the government's recalcitrance."
Hattersaid that the Department of Justice'should have
been responsible for deciding whi~h nonregistrants would
be prosecuted, and noted that the selection should have
been made from lists of nonregistrants supplied by the
Selective Service System. But in this case, he wrote:

Financial Aid ...

Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators, the
New York State Association of Financial Aid Administrators, the Massachusetts Association of Financial Aid
Administrators, the Association of Catholic Colleges and
Universities, the United States Student Association and
several colleges,' inclueling Swarthmore,
Earlham,
Haverford--eacha Quaker institution--and the University
of Michi!la"n;haveexpressed
opposition to the amendment. Financial aid officers have complained' of the
rule' 50 added burden of paperwork, while David Fraser ..
president of Swarthmore, has express a concern, shared
by other educators, that colleges are "being put in the
role of being a policeman,"
The University of Minnesota and Macalester College in
St. Paul have filed amicus curiae briefs in a suit
challenging the amendment's constitutionality originally
brought by the Minnesota Public Interest Research
Group. (A Federal District Court judge ruled that the
M.P.I.R.G.
did not have legal standing to sue; the
Minnesota Civil Liberties Union, which had joined the
M.P.I.R.G. as a plaintiff. is continuing the suit. The
M.P.I.R.G. h~s brought a new suit with three unnamed
students as plaintiffs.)
The complaint charges that the Solomon amendment
violates the Fifth Amendment guarantee against selfincrimination. It further charges that the law is a bill of
attainder (the loss of civil rights legally consequent to a
capital offense), that it inflicts punishment without due
process of law and that it discriminates on the basis of
sex, age, income '(since students who. do not receive
financial aid will not be affected) and race (since the
effects of a widespread denial of financial ai~ will fall

• Continued/rom page 3
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"... the chances that a
quiet non-regis trant will
be pros ecuted is probably
about the same as the
chances that he will be,
struck by lightn~ng."
designed 10 insure that only persons who are mOSI
adamant in their refusal 10 register will be prosecured... The inference is manifest that the defendant has
been singled OUIfor prosecution because he exercised his
First Amendment right to free speech... 1t is apparent to
this court that Mr. Meesewas most prominently involved
in the enure process of impermissible selective prosecution...
The list of officials involved in the prosecutive policy
concerning non-registrants begins with Mr. Meese and
other White House staff', continues with the Task Force,
thc Sccrelary or Defense. the Director of the Ornce of .
Managcmcnt and Budgel, the Whitc House Nalional
Sccurity Advisor. the chairman of the Joilll Chiefs or
Starr. and :he Director of SelectivcService.
Finally. charged Hatter. the gQvernment knew about

the constltutionalproblems
~ith the passive enforcement
program butnonetheless "chose to implement it."
Hatter found another flaw in the government's case.
He ruled that President Carter's proclamation on the
draft was illegal because the required thirty-day waiting .'
period for public comment was not observed. This was
not a minor. breach,' said Hatter, given that the
proclamation established criminal liability for noncompliance.
Even though Selective Service has inailed thousands of .
letters to suspected nonregistrants warning them of the
possibility of prosecution, in light-of the Wayte decision
and the ruling in the case of Russell Martin of Cedar
Falls, Iowa, in which the indictment was found-to be
flawed, such action is unlikely.
"Everybody knows they- are bluffing." attorney Smith
says. "There may be a few more indictments for failure-to
register in out-of-the-way places, but I don't expect the
government to start any large number ofcases until the
Wayte matter is settled."
The government has appealed in both the Wayte and
Martin cases. But as the report of the Military Manpower
Task Force stated, the enlistment rate in the all-volunteer
armed forces has been so high that a peacetime draft is
not likely until at least 1987. By that time, the thirteen
nonregistrants will be well beyond draft age.
The total number of men who have not registered has
reached 550,000, and the rate of compliance fell from 93
percent in 1981 to 84 percent in 1982.
Last summer the polling firm of Yankelovich, Skelly
and White surveyed a selected sample of non registrants
in Atlanta, Chicago, New York. San Francisco and
Stamford, Connecticut. The study found that among
poor blacks and others who are alienated from society,
registration represents exploitation by "the system."
And those classified as antiwar "intellectuals" --predominantly white college students--have a "generally
anti-military and anti-registration posture, and the belief
that there is an implicit linkage between registration, the
draft, and U.S. military adventurism aroul)d the world."

\",;

Elizabeth Poe Kerby was formerly on the staff of Time.

Reprinted from The Nation.
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Non ..Profit GrOUI?~S

Itis clear... that agenciesother Ihan SelectiveServiceand
the-Department of Justice have been involved in the
decisions. A nexus has been established belween the
While House. through Edwin MeeseIII. SelectiveService,
and the Departmem of Justice.i.Numerous documents
disclosed 10 the defendant bythe Government indicate
While' House interest in the prosecution of non-registrants...The involvement of Mr. Meese and the Task
Force in prosecutorial policy decisions creates a strong
inferenceof impropriety with regard to the government's .
motive in seeking the prosecution of this defendant and
others similarly situated...
11 strains credulity 10 believe that the invesngative
agenciesofour government, especiallythe FBI. could not
locate any non-vocal non-registrants, The inference is
vtrung that the Government could locatethem,
bUIchose
nOI to...The Justice 'Department's prosecutive policy is

_

disproportionately on minorities).
that Yale has a twenty-year old policy of providing aid to
Finally, the plaintiffs contend that the Solomon
needy students and that anyone denied'Federal aSsistance
amendment violates the Privacy Act of 1974 by requiring
- is thus eligible for. aid from the university. But Steve
the Department.of Education to collect information that Kezerian, assistant director of public information at Yale,
is not necessary to the performance of its lawful task--the
notes that loans from the university have higher interest
distribution of financial aid--and to pass this information
rates than Federal loans. Although it is too early to
along to another agency, the Selective Service System
estimate the cost to the school, Kezerian says, "If a
Decisions on the suits, now being heard by the U.S.
number of students are denied Federal assistance, it will
District Court for the District of Minnesota, are expected
certainly cost the university more. We will have to draw
sometime this month .
on our own resources."
.A number of schools hav,e'liskedthe M.P.I.R.G. for
At schools -where anti-registration sentiment is high,
information about the suit, suggesting that they are in
such as the University of California at Berkeley, the
sympathy with it. But the important question for
additional financial burden could be considerable.
And so,thwarted in its efforts to punish nonregistrants
in the courts, the Administration intends to hurt some of
them in their pocketbooks. As was the case during the
Vietnam War, the financially disadvantaged-will be the
main,victims.
';:
"We're really hoping this will drastically raise the rate
of registration," says Holmes. "There have been a lot of
nonregistrants who have been counseled that they have
nothing to worry about. You should stand up for what
nonregistered students is, will schools that oppose the
you believe in. but don't worry, you won't gefhurt. Once
amendment dig into their o~ pockets to make up the
they realize the government is serious and that they may
money they will lose? Earlham has announced that it may
suffer penalties for their civil disobedience, they may
extend financial assistance to students who are denied
decide it is not really important for them to take this
stand. "
Federal aid, and the University of California is also
considering doing so.
The message is indeed a simple one, and Representative
Swarthmore president Fraser'thinks that"the
college
Solomon and the Administration believe they have found
ought to replace lost Federal aid." Swarthmo~e is now
the right way to deliver it.
looking into ways of doing that, including subsidizing
interest rates, establisbing a special fund for students
David Corn is associate 'editor of Nuclear Times.
denied Federal aid and increasing financial aid approResearch assistance was provided by Josh Dienstag.
priations.
President A. Bartlett Giamatti of Yale has pointed out
Reprinted from 'TheNation.

(

As was the case during.
the Vietnam War, the
financially disadvantaged
will be the main victims.
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President Deanna -Weaver read the Preswere selected to represent a very broad base
ident's report., and announced the; apof the community, (in order) to facilitate
pointment of Debbie Siliwaga to the Health
access to information,"
.
The chief function of the committee will -AdVisory Board, Rich Hobsen to, the
Student' Union Board of Governors and
be to make the study results available.
Sharlene Jones to the Child center Board of.
Local agencies will utilize these results in
Directors. The appointments .were ;apmaking decisions about the services. they
proved unanimously.,
..'
~.
offer, and will be published. both in a
Weaver also delivered her own report,
collective format and in a local prof1le.
wherein sJ!e appointed Senators Scott
Johnson said that as the results are made
Smith and Dean. Schmansld
to lthe
available, the committee members willTreasurer's Selection Committee; Senators
..... have their own links and contacts
Vick Steelman and Joe Brennan· to'ftbe
within their organizations and, as they get
Academic Grievance Committee; and Sentheinformation, they will pass it on to the
ators Cherice St. Clair, ScottSinithand
people who will use it as they plan the
Dean Schmanski to the Ad Hoc Comallocation of their resources."
Johnson
mittee. These appointments
also were
added that the study "won't be one that sits
approved unanimously.
around in the library,"
In other lmsiness, Senator Smith made a
Johnson was appointed as Ada County
motion' to .approve the. second reading of
coordinator on' the recommendation of'
Senate Bill #39 to amend Senate Act #16 in
BSU's Dean of Arts and Sciences, William
name and number only. The motion passed'
Keppler,· Johnson remarked, "The study
~y rollcall vote. .'.
..
... .,
has enhanced what I do here at BSU, and
.:Senator ..Schmanski ••motioned tha(,the
has make a lot of aq4jtional contacts for,:.
. s.econd reading of Senate.Bill #41, to amend
me in the community,":,
--

Senate Act #25 in name and number only.
be approved.
The motion passed by
unanimous consent. Secondly, Senator
• continued/rompageJ
Schmanski moved to approve, in name and
number only, Senafe Bill #44 to amend
the past five years. He continued, "It's a
Senat~ Act #3 ~o\establish a. Personnel
difficult balance between whether it's better
SelectIon' CommIttee. The motIon passed
to offer corporations loweftaxes
as an
by unanimousconse\:lt..
incentive to move to Idaho"or to tax them
Next .. Senator Sc\>tt Smith made a
normally and put 'that'money into higher
motion to override the President's veto of
education. ",
, .
Senate bill'1I43to amend Senate Act #15,
, "I think high technology is important to
election code, which was approved by roll
our graduates, but howwe get it here is up
call vote.
to the state," Leroy said. He added that
Senator Smith made a motion to consider
siinply "throwing money" at corporations
suggestions by the Student Judiciary and
-through tax breaks does not always
changes in the J\SBSU Consitution whieh " work ..... We can only offer them the
passed unanimously. Senato'r Smith folopportunity and hopefully they. will accept
lowed this by rnakinga motfon to suspend
it. We rank very high in the U.S. as far as
the first and second readings of the
offering'incentives
for new businesses to
constitution.al revisions. After thorou8hly
open in Idaho," In addition, many Idaho.
reviewing the Constitution
and,.' m!!king
businesses operate under a tax-exempt
various minor modifications,. the Senate
'status. Leroy' added that employment is.
voted to approve therieW cOnstitution.
perceived
more. important 'than income
Finally, Senator Neil Peterson made a
the state could receive Jrom taXes.
motion to allocate 5125 from the baseball
Both officials voiced their: opposition to
club's 5525 equipment budget to pay for an
the poSsible -closing:bf '.Lewis and Oark
entry fee. in the Treasurt.: Valley ComStateCollege: "This happenediri 1951, and
munity. C()llegebaseball tournament. The
Idon'Cwahtto
see' it. happen again;"
lIloti9ti passed by, ro.ll c~ll vote. _ .•.•...
,_"
Ceriarrusa said. _. .,
.

\
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TH-ERECORDEXCHANGE

EXTENSIVE SELECTION OF NEW AND USED RECDRDS AND TAPES; BLANK TAPES, BOOKS,
MAGAZINES, ANDRECORo.c:ARE
PRODUCTSI ALL AT BOISE'S LARGEST RECORD STORE -.:

UOS,W.IDAHO
HII.

II.'

DOWNTOWN BOISE 344·S0XO,'

,

NON. THIIU .AT •

..

FEBRUARY 26th
,._: .. .,.~.

12;

8:00 P.M•• STUDENI UNION BU,LDlNG BALLROOM
BPO~\OREO
TICKETS: BSUSTUDENT & SENIOR CITIZENS '200
-D D··,
GENERALADMISSION 'Sao

POSTERS ETC. 1.. --

-r;

T·SHIRTS, ROCK POSTERS"FANTASY/SCI.FI
POSTERS, SAN FRAN. CONCERT POSTERS, SCENIC AND
TRAVEL POSTERS. MOVIE POSTERS, ART PRINTS, BUTTONS, CALENDARS, NOTECARDS, INCENSE

0 I!

'

AVAILABU AT THE SUB UNION STATION

.,

IIIIIIII

U07 W~IDAHO DOWNTOWN 80lSE 343.07%3
HII •• II·,

NOH. THIIU .AT,

'---j.

THE FINEST SCHOOLS
TURNOUT.,...
fiNEST
LEADERS...

nip.
I.CIADS.

~"

DISCIPLINE
A PARAMOUNT

I!!I .:

PlCTURl

Egyptian

'

,

.

.'

.Presenting High Bias ITand the Ultimate

Tape Guarantee,

Memorex presents High Bias II, a tape so extraordinary; we're gOIDg
to guarantee it forever.
'.-

We'll guarantee life-like sound.

"

. Because Permapass'" our unique oxide bonding process, locks each oxide
'particle-each musical detatl-sonto the tapa.So muslc sta;ys liva
Not just the 1st play. Or the 100Oth. But forever.

We'll marantee the cassette.'

..'

Every i'aCet of our cassette is engineered to protect" ,
the tape. Our waved-wafer trnproves tape-wtnd.
Silicone~treatedrollers insure smooth, precise tape
alignment. Housing is made strong by a design.
uriique to Memorex.'

'We'nguarantee'them

foraven

/

t

'

YIIU'llID8lVIR WIIE8,

..IS 1I11V1,.
~OR:'ISIT'
~
:~.
'.

.Ifyou are ever d1ssatisfiEld.;withMElmorex',
High. BiasTI, J7lBJ1 us the tape and we'll repla.ceitfree. ..

M_~

'I

U~EPCAR
'SALES'

I'

•

I
I

I

"A NEW KIND
OFUSEDCARH
"82 FORD EXP.
Power
Steertng.
Power
Brakes. Air Conditioning .
Chorce of 4 sp. or Auto. Trans,

·$4949
Avis Limited Power Train Warranty IS included. Good for 12
months regardless of how
many miles you drive.

Low cost bank financing avail.
able to quahfiedbuyerll.

BOISE AIRPORT

I~4- VistaExit
See orCaUBiU Hill
838~3355 .

-.--:,~•.------.-...,..--t.t--.~-.----t.~'----.---_._-.--4I."--.---4I.'---.~--'-.-.--__
by Gene Hay.=es=--
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Baseball Season Begins

to Northwest Nazarene College (NNC).
Although the Broncos may miss players
like Lee, an offensive powerhouse with a
batting average of .454, the real question
.
arm up the hotdogs and cool'
mark is on the mound. BSU finished 12-3
,
',down the beer, the baseball
~
season is almost here.
in league play and 15-5 overall in 1982,
Practices have already started for the
despite the fact that they had only two
Boise State Baseball Club, which is
pitchers. That was good enough, to leave
preparing for an expanded schedule in
them in a tie for first place with Utah State
1983. The Broncos will play in the
in league action, but made for many.a sore
arm, according to the coach.
neighborhood 005 games this spring, with
a total of 13 home games set to take place at
Things look better for the Bronco
the Borah High School field.
bullpen this year with several new pitchers
BSU will travel .to the College of
on' the roster. Peterson cautioned that
Southern Idaho (CSI) for a.pairof games in
although the numbers are there, his
a season opener on Saturday, March 5.
pitching staff is' largely untried and lacks
Their first home game is also a double
experience.
header against Eastern Oregon State
The Broncos will need all the experience
College (EOSC), set to begin at 1:00 p.rn,
-theycan muster when they face some strong
on Sunday, March 13.
baseball programs from CSI. NNC, EOSC,
The team is coached by Neil Peterson
Treasure Valley Community, College and
and operates under the guidance of club -league opponents Idaho State, Montana
advisor, Ross Vaughn. Peterson appeared , and Utah State.
happy about the turnout of 45 players who
Peterson said, "League wise, I expect to
are hoping 10 make the club. "We have a
be in a battle with Utah State again and be a
lot of players out, it lot of new faces and I
strong competitor with organized programs
hope we will be able to fill the holes left by
at CSI, NNC and EOSC."
such players as Terry Lee and Ron
BSU's own baseball program was cut
Hazeltine,' he said. Lee left Boise State for
three years ago and the team now uses
"thd ;!Sincinnati Reds, while Hazeltine went
equipment and uniforms left over from the
.

tt:,':.

Alcohol
Awareness

--'----"--__ --------'--

athletic department.
The Baseball Club practices from 3:305:30 p.m. on weekdays at Borah field.
Added to that connnitment is time spent at
games and on the road. Coach Peterson
said it was "the competitive riiltureof
.baseball and the joy of winning" that
'motivates his team to put in that amourit of
time. Their 24-10 record over their first two
years' as a club indicates he may just be
right.
'

,Lifting-=C...;.;"lu.::.c.cb.::.....- _

What athletic club is in its third year at
Boise State and is already a dominating
force in the Northwest? No, this Isn't a
trivia contest, because there is nothing
trivial about the Power Lifting Club.
,
This little known student organization,
which includes 12 members, is the defending Northwest United States Nationals
champion, and finished second last year in
, the Idaho State Power Lifting Champion-

Week

A three-day seminar on alcohol
awareness will be conducted at
BSU Feb. 28-March 2 by Stein
Distributing Co., Inc. and the
BSU Office of Student Activities.
.The free. seminar" planned i.to., "
, encourage., responsible ,drinking
',habits among BSU students and
personnel,' will run, all three days
in the SUB from 12:15-1:00 p.m.
SR. Stephanie Wardle, director of
the Ada County. Council, on
Alcoholism, Ray Morgan of the
Ada Family Counseling Center,
and Rick Burroughs" chemical
dependency director of the Intermountain Hospital, will lead the
seminar.,;
-

Scholarships
~-,~.

S~pplication forms are available
iii'\:the Financial Aid Office,
A.clministration Building, Room
117, for the following scholarships:
ROTC Scholarship . (pays tuition, fees, books and monthly
stipend) deadline 3/18/83..
St. Elizabeth
Community
Hospital Auxiliary. Scholarship
($350) deadline 2/28/83.
Delta Delta Delta (up to $1,(0)
deadline 3/1/8~~''''
)-;,.,,'
,
Rotary Foundation Scholarship
(all necessary expenses) deadline
3/1/83.
Saint Alphonsus Hospital Auxiliary Scholarship ($500) deadline
3/25/83."
.
,Elk's
Rehabilitation
Hospital
Auxiliary Scholarship, deadline
4/15/83.
AAUW-Mini-Cassia
Branch,
($200) deadline 4/19/83.

TaskForce
If. you are a student that's
interested in the future of. higher
education, the Associated Students of Idaho (ASI)has 'formed
four ad hoc' committees to write
proposalsconcemlng tuition,
taxes, admission standards, and
governance changes. in the State
"Board of Education.
The pro. posills will' be presented to the

••..c;onJiiuled to pag;e{2~~"
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ships. With bragging rights like those, the
team is looking forward to - another
outstanding year in 1983. '
Gene Lalvlott, who was last year's
president and 11competitor at 181 pounds,
said, "this will be by far the strongest year
we've ever had, which will set standards for
future years."
Such confidence comes from the knowledge that Boise State has four lifters now
competing on the collegiate national level.
.They are Tim Willis at 114 pounds,
- LaMott, 220 pounder Mike Requa and the
big man for the Broncos, Eric Anderson at
275 pounds.
Power lifting suffers from what can be
called a lack of exposure; so a brief
explanation of the sport is in order. Power
lifters are rated much like competitors in
other sports such as tennis and wrestling. A
power lifter works his or her way up a series
of classi fications based on the total weight
accumulated in the best of three lifts: the
squat, bench and deadlift.
According to this year's club president.
Eric Anderson, BSU has several serious
iron pumpers who have worked their way
,through the lower levels and are seeking a
Continued

10 page
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workers) when we, graduate."
This, then, seems to be ihe real
hidden agenda behind all this
renewed social. activism
and
supposed concern for the poor. andwell-paid government job and
direction over the lives of others.
Well, I'm poor, and I don't need
you; I can' fend very well. for
',myself, thank you. If you're really
so concerned for ..the. under-privileged as you say you are, why
don't you get. involved with the
non-profit groups that really help
them, such as the Salvation Army,
church groups and various local
agencies such as EI-Ada that
receive little or no taxes to support
.their efforts. I suspect this would
not be a desirable alternative to
you, mostly because these tend to
be lower paying jobs. But if
you're
so filled with love,
kindness and human charity, this
shouldn't pose a real problem.
We have spent untold billions
of tax payers' money on the poor'
in the last several years. Where
did it all go? Certainly not to the
poor. In real values the poor are
worse off today (due to inflation,
mostly) than they were in 1960. A
noted economist has calculated
that if we just gave all that money
to the poor instead of giving it to
social agencies 'to study and
administrate the poor, every poor
man, woman and 'child would
have an annual income of around

• Continuedfrom page 4
Student Social Workers in your
December 16-22 issue. I certainly
know what it means to be "poor"
as I have spent the majority of my
life in the "poverty" level income
brackets. I know what it means to
look endlessly for work and to be
employed at minimum wage when
I do find work. However. all of
my life I have been able to eat.
never standing in long food lines,
always had a decent roof over my
head (although one winter we
were unable to pay the gas deposit
until mid-November for heat>.
'and I've almost always had a car
that 'ran so that I had adequate
transportation. I and my family,
who by any standard would be
considered among the "poor" in
this state and nation feel we are
very fortunate indeed when we
compare our standard of living to
any country that has a socialistic
style of government
that the
OSSW so heartily
endorses,
whether. it be welfare-capitalism
(our nation's current system).
democratic-socialism. or communistic socialism.
I find that the most revealing
statement made in your interview
was that. "With such a shortage
of money for human services.
there won't be jobs for us (social

$40,000 dollars a year.
.Your article. is also very
misleading. Yo'uimply that we
have drastically cut social spending in this country. I wish we
were. In fact, we've only cut the
mushrooming growth of social
spending. HHS' budget last year
and this year are higher than at
any time in history, including the
Kennedy, Johnson and Carter
administrations,
social humanitarians, all.
Please, OSSW, .as a poor
person, go save somebody else. If
I need help (and I have in .the
past). I'll go to my church or a
similar agency staffed by private
citizens that really care; not some
bureaucrat that gets a fat salary
for shuffling people and papers. '.
Sincerely,
Michael M. Gollaher

Know Nukes?
Just once I would like to see an
article concerning nuclear power
or radiation by, someone who is
knowledgeable of the subjects.
The cover story for volume III,
issue 3, of the UniversityNews did
not fulfill this wish. Although
seemingly well-documented (I did
not have time to pursue research
of mentioned
references).
the

year.

How to follow Fellini.
..

The authors then. in their
fanaticism to impress upon the
reader the hazards of any radiation, make the giant step of
equating nuclear plant radiation
with nuclear weapon radiation.
These are two completely distinct
subjects: the difference is a question of magnitude. I hope that,
most readers would have no
problem realizing that an explosion is a much more effective way
of spreading radioactive debris
than confinement within multiple
layers of concrete.

;.:

",

......

...
. ".,.

article was laced with such speculative phrases as, "If the ratio
holds ," " ... suggesting a clear
link
" "But the evidence is
overwhelming .... " etc. The fact
is, no "clear link" can be drawn
out of any of the studies cited as
exemplified in the' study concerning the rise of leukemia near the
Maine Yankee Power Plant. The
interpretation
of data depends
upon the interpreter. Merely stating that Irwin Bross disagrees with
the conclusions reached by seven
County Centers for Disease.Control does not inform the reader of
what extraneous
factors were
considered in any of the cases. If
the intent of the article was to
inform rather than persuade (obviously not the case), this information would have been pro- ,
vided.
Also. if it is indeed factual that'
"there is no safe dose of radiation." you might as well kiss your
ass good-bye yesterday. since there
are radioactive isotypes decaying
all around, present in everything
from the air you breathe, to the
walls of your house, to the food,
you eat. Naturally occurring radiation--not the product of technology. The amount of radiation
exposure due to a nuclear power
plant is insignificant in comparison to this background radiation.
A person receives on the order of
500 times as much radiation (from
cosmic rays) on a coast-to-coast
jet flight as from living within 50
miles of a nuclear plant for one

,"

~.:

Sincerely.
Chris Honcik

Li ting~C=' u~b=--

Masters classification.
A Masters classification is the key to a
shot at the Junior and Senior
Nationals Tournament, as well as
an Elite classification.
Power
lifting Elites are. generally considered to be world class competitors in this NCAA and World
Games sanctioned sport.
.
The opportunity to catch the
Broncos in action will come up on
April 16, when BSU will be
hosting the Northwest
United
States National Championships
tournament in the old gym. This is,
the first time Boise State has had
the distinction of hosting what is
considered to be the largest power
lifting meet in .the Northwest.
Anderson said well over 100 lifters
from the Northwest region are
expected to be in Boise for the
meet.
The Northwest region includes
all of Idaho, Oregon and Washington, as well as northern California.Anderson
also expects
some Canadian lifters to make the
trek south to Boise for the
tournainent.
Anderson
pointed out that
power lifting is a demanding
sport. requiring two months of
preparation
before each meet.
"What makes this meet so important.'.'
explained Anderson.
"is that power lifters average only
three meets a year."
LaMott
added that "The
Northwest
region is one of six regions in the
nation, and serves as a qualifier
for the national championships."
In recent months. the Broncos
have stayed busy traveling to
wherever the competition
was
weighty enough. Three Broncos
placed well recently at the Ontario
Open. David Hui at 148 pounds
and LaMott at 181 pounds were
winners.
while Brady Panatupoulos placed third at 198
pounds.
The Broncos were also runnerups at the Northwest United
States Collegiate Championships,
held earlier this' year, where
Brigham Young University took
top honors.
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-0- Featuring '6.00 Haircuts/or Students
It'lIh Activity Card and this Coupon
-0-. Call/oran appointsnent with Jeanette

-<:> Offer Good through March
~.

Available at: UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
iCl 11182 Gem.ialFoods Corporation
:.. ( ..

'.
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Phoebe

&the

Hgeon
R!ople

B~'Jay Lynch
& Gary Whil!le~'

The Real Puzale...:
by Don Rubin
We've

-

Handiwork

'~"Thlngs have been going so well that 1m afraid I've
been reduced to rObbing the comfortably wen-ctr to
give to the. relatively underprivileged
,.

ENfiELD

i·lJppe.d. maps

T1

from.

several of the nallOn'!'larg('st
telephone
dtr ertories
and
scattered tnerr corresponding
area codes Soct· If vou can connect thorn

"'olution

Area Code

...

~
'"
z

•

~

2
m

g~-/lad enougn of tbos« ("razy
puzzles" Want to gel ('Vt'n
wuti Don RubIO and ...In SIll
10 boot" Send your onginut
. uiess for a Ilt al Puzzle 10
',I/,'al Puzzl»,'IIml"d Fea/ur,'
S.'I'dlCale. care of ttus m'wspaper. All etunes will b"coml'
prup,·rty of IJFS. Inc I \·ou
onlv Win the mont'\' If Wt' USt'
your puzzl» tdeu.) .

::

fRANKfORD

~

AV ~

About 70 percent
of our
readers'
solved
Handiwork
handily. while most of the rest
'seem '10 ron/use"
Abracadabra!"
with "Relax.
relax."
Say. you don't suppose that
explains all those rabbits?
The solutions 10 Handiwork
are as follows:

J

l

4 "Hook 'em Hornsl"
11 "Yer oull"
10 "Put up your dukes'"
9 "Relax, relax." '

13

one

God

nation,

under

..
out

with

the

in

the

boys."

7". found

this

mousetrap."
5 "Giddyapl"
14 "Bravo'"
8 ..... two potato .....
6 "How'.
~'j...:.:;,-;';;':......j

Is there a secret to successful living? Yes!
Since 1950, this question has been answered. Buy Dianetics, the Modern Science
of Mental Health. #1 nationwide best seIler
in 1950 and again #1 bestseIler in 1983.
Send $4 to Dianetics of Idaho. P.O.; Box
9091, Boise, ID 83707. Guaranteed 24-hr.
return.

Delux Barber Styling, 8th Street Marketplace, #344-2681. Hair styling cut by
professionals at very low rates, caIl or walk
on in. Appointments welcomed.
'

the frosting?"

3 "Abracadabra'"
,15 "That's it keep going ...
back it up ..

~'I-' ~-=-..:.....J

LANDLORDS:Do
you need reliable
renters??? We are looking for a clean,
small 2 bedroom home. Must have attached
garage. Can give good rental agreement for
the right price.' Leave message for Karen at
385-1464.
.

with AII.tate."

1

2 "Oh, just

)

~

Typing. Student rates. 362-4519. 8:005:00 weekdays only.

12 "That does ill"

1'~"I"'!I'fll"dhl'"

"l,'"I,rtll

Private guitar lessons for ~beginning
musicians. $20 monthly, walking distance
from BSU. Call Alan at 345-9300.

.. »u

.~··-r·· ·,.,.t··_··············· ..··········..···········

Cathie
II

1

.~
.
.
•....•.......•
...........
.~
.•.......

II

I

~

ChmamonRolls

Ctoiss'artts
• • •••.•••
Turnoyers·
•••••••••

........:..

•

•
••

•••••••••••
• • • ~., Espresso
• ••••••••••
'. Cappuccino

.

• • •• • • • ..,

Apple-Dumplings

.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~
~
Egg,.Br..eakfas,t.s serV,ed at 7 :30, am. -10:30 am

Stea~'e~dEg.g & Ham
Eggs .Bene'.diet •
• E.:g,gs,a' laKlatsch
•
',-," ;',<Quiche •
iJrf7dirrli": Frt·~/, (; roi", ,/fo/1','"." :
..........
..•..•...............
••• • Monday-J:'riday 7:30am-5:30pm •••••

.
'

~

.......
••••••••

Saturday 9:00am-5:30pm
•• Closed Sunday •••••••

.
_••••

·20'.

§

....

Complete A~ Supplies .

Off All Ready Made Fmmes Through

;.,... /
~.~
~

: Phone377-4214

.

i 4824 Fairview Ave.

l..
_ _

• .

_

,,\

~~~

~::tom fmmir!g and Q~ality Service cit ,~
Ii EconomIcal
Prices
....""~

i

I

~

Classes and Workshops for Oils.
:
Watercolor. Portraits. DraWing.
•
Calligrop!.y, Lif< Dmwlng, and mn~,

I

i

Frame Garage

\
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Newsbtlefs'i '.
TaskF()~ce .',•.
• Continuedfrompage'9
Idaho Associatlon of Commerce
and, Industry's Task' Force of
Higher Education, 'a group that
will greatly influence Idaho's
education. If you would like to
become involved, 'call Deanna
Weaver at 385-1440or 385~1553.

Interns

,
,

,
,

U.S. Representative' Larry
Craig (R-Idaho) is seekingapplications for the 1983 .Lyndon
BainesJohnson Bi-partisan Intern
Program. Participants spend a
month working in a congressional
office; The internship program is
open to permanent Ist Congressional District' residents between
the ages of 18 and 22 who are
enrolled and have completed one
year of study in an institutioa of
higher learning. The internships
cover a one month period from
May through August. The salary
for the month is $890. Applications for the program can be
obtained through the Congressman's Washington, D.C. or Boise
office. All applications must be
receivedat the office of Congressman Larry Craig, 1318 Longworth 'House Office Building,
Washington, D.C., 20515, postmarked no later than March, 19,
1983. Notification of selection
will be announced by April I,
1983...

Nursing Scholarship
A new scholarship of $400 per
semester for a student in the
second professional year of the
Associate Degree Nursing program will be made available.
To be eligible for the 1983-84
scholarship, a student must be: a
freshman who will enter the
sophomore year of the Associate
Degree Nursing program in Fall
of' 1983, a resident of Idaho,
enrolled full-time in Fall 1983.
Academic achievement, financial
need, and personal characteristics
will be considered. Students may,
ask at the Nursing Department
office how to apply for the
scholarship...

annual scholarship' assistance' of
Sometimes the levels'are twice as
which 'typically '5" percent. goes
high as the health standard. Over
unawarded annually largely be90 percent of Ada County's CO
cause students don't know how to
comes' from. automobiles. Preg',sortout which of the more than . nantwomen have particular cause
6,000 sources match their profile
to be concerned since CO is
of capabilities and background.', especially hazardous to unborn
Students seeking aid fill out a
children. After an extended ex-.
Dataform which enables' the
posure of relatively low levels of
computer, to sort out only those
Pickups • Small Cars.
CO, the concentration of CO in
funding sources likely to' be
the fetus' blood is higher than the
4915 State St.
responsive. To apply, students
mother's; and fetalelimination of.
forward a handling fee of $3 to . CO is slower than the' mother's:
Dr. Charles Youngblood, NationThere is increased,risk of lower
al Educational Systems';P.O. Box
birth weights, newborn mortality,
:344 ..7341 • 344..9250
1396,Provo, UT 84603. By return
and lower behavioralactivity of
babies...
mail they receive a Dataform
which must be filled out and
,..returned with the balance of the
fee due ($47 undergrads, $62
graduate students.) It takes about
two weeks to process each
application. Students in requesting forms should specify one of
the following: high school student, collegeundergraduate seeking financial aid at his present'
college, undergraduate seeking to
transfer to another college,
undergraduate seeking to transfer
to another college plus financial
aid, high school student seeking
.. Airline Tickets .. Cruises ... Tours .. Car Rentals .. Hotel
athletic scholarship aid, graduate
student.
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Idaho
CO Poisoning
Ada County has a major air
pollution problem with carbon
monoxide (CO). CO levels exceed
health-related standards between
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Good times offer:

,The Universityof Nevada-Reno
and BSU recently announced the
formation of a Sonsortium designed to provide an academic
year (1983~84) of Basque and
Hispanic studies in the Basque
Country. Cost of the program is
$6,450,which includes tuition and
fees, round-trip fare, lodging,
breakfast and dinner (full board
in September), excursions and
insurance. Interested individuals
should contact Dr. Carmelo Urza
at the University of Nevada-Reno
library...

Scholarship Aid
National Educational Systems
(NES), accessessome $3 billion of
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Fourteen oz. glass mug for sale. It's thetwo-flsted
way to drink to good times and salute your great taste
in drinks. Why not start a collection? Please send this
coupon, along with a check or money order for $4.95 .
permug (no cash please) to: Seagram's 7 Crown Mug
Offer, P.O. Box 1622, New York, N.V 10152.

City

RENT TO OWN

•
•
•

Reservations

Now Open in the BSU
,. Student Union Building
342-5625 NOCHARGEFOROUR·

Basque Studies

RENT IT

,

State,_~~
Amount enclosed $.

Offer expires January 31. 1984, No purchase necessary,
New York residents add 8,25% sales lax,
Please allow 410 6 weeks lor shipment.
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